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1- The word "foundation" is closest in meaning to .....................
1. deduction

2. statement

3. base

4. astray

2- women must be protected from radiation.......................during pregnancy period.
1. fluency

2. hazard

3. premise

4. concept

3- My friend is not a bad person,but he is emotionally........................
1. unstable

2. fluent

3. willful

4. regular

4- The word "creative" is closest in meaning to................
1. dreamful

2. stupid

3. inventive

4. clever

5- Two of the most important forms of thinking are problem solving and ................................
1. hill climbing

2. visual imagery

3. deductive reasoning

4. decision making

6- The word "strategy" is closest in meaning to...........
1. method

2. process

3. evaluation

4. problem

7- Those old people are ..........................from Alzeimer disease.
1. suffering

2. choosing

3. following

4. climbing

8- Many experts argue that most decisions are like.........................in that they are made under

uncertainty.
1. breaking

2. avoiding

3. gambling

4. eating

9- The word "rational"is closest in meaning to..................
1. not logic

2. reasonable

3. academic

4. risk

10- We need a fresh ...........................to human behavior in psychology.
1. fortune

2. approach

3. loss

4. lottery

11- The word "motivation" is closest in meaning to...................
1. pleasure

2. provocation

3. make happy

4. drive

12- Self-determination theory focuses on three fundamental psychological needs:autonomy,

relatedness,and...................
1. competence

2. tension

3. bond

4. freedom

13- It is difficult to tolerate sensory ..............................for a long time.
1. dimension
4  از1 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. distortion

3. deprivation
1392-93 ﻧﻴﻤﺴﺎل اول

4. deduction
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14- It involves using your cognitive processes to regulate and control your own behaviour."It" refers

to............................
1. self-regulation

2. self-defeating

3. self-image

4. self-aware

15- The word "emotions" is closest in meaning to...................
1. cognition

2. drives

3. theories

4. feelings

16- Newborn babies mimic the facial expression of adults."Newborn" is closest in meaning

to................
1. chance

2. infant

3. disgust

4. mood

17- It is crucial that all students develop these basic skills."crucial" means..............
1. slow

2. easy

3. important

4. fast

18- We live in an era in which technology is developing very rapidly."era" means.............
1. group

2. idea

3. period

4. belief

19- The word "stimulus" is closest in meaning to...............
1. incentive

2. agent

3. factor

4. cause

20- Which of the following choice is Not considered an emotion?
1. fear

2. thinking

3. anger

4. joy

21- A serious medical condition in which your body does not produce enough insulin to produce sugar

in the blood is called.............
1. anguish

2. binocular

3. contradict

4. diabetes

3. agent

4. tension

22- The word "stress" is closest in meaning to................
1. disorder

2. pressure

23- The word "personality" is closest in meaning to..................
1. person

2. character

3. behavior

4. awareness

24- Creative persons have ........................... characteristics.
1. strong

2. different

3. unique

4. weak

25- Psychologists use many technical terms such as personality,behaviours,feelings and so on."terms"

means...............
1. words

2. persons

3. times

4. periods

26- The word"mortality" is closest in meaning to............
1. short life
4  از2 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. death rate

3. long life
1392-93 ﻧﻴﻤﺴﺎل اول

4. to be moral
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27- Viswesvaran and Schmidt carried out a meta-analysis of 633 smoking cessa,on studies."carry out"

means............
1. give

2. eat

3. send

4. do

28- The word "vague" is closest in meaning to...................
1. not happy

2. hot

3. not clear

4. obvious

29- Learning optimism can prevent depression. "prevent" means ............................. .
1. to stop something from happening

2. to become stronger

3. support some one or something

4. to give information

30- Among the personality disorders, the most .......................... to society is the antisocial personality

disorder.
1. economic

2. orbitrary

3. flexible

4. destructive

31- The word "therapy" is closest in meaning to ......................... .
1. health

2. well-being

3. treatment

4. disorder

32- In ........................ , a person who was abused in childhood develops amnesia for the event.
1. rejection

2. repression

3. association

4. condition

33- The word "client" is closest in meaning to ............................. .
1. lawyer

2. doctor

3. customer

4. patient

34- Empathy, the willingness and ability to view the world through the client' s eyes, is a second vital

factor. "vital" means ............................. .
1. essencial

2. usual

3. weak

4. low

35- The word "cognition" is closest in meaning to ................................. .
1. perception

2. knowing

3. recognizing

4. disorder

36- Stress resources have risen sharply in the late decade. "decade" means ......................... .
1. a period of 100 years

2. a period of 10 years

3. a period of 500 years

4. a period of 1000 years

37- There is no sufficient evidence to prove his claims. "sufficient" means ........................... .
1. different

2. serious

3. enough

4. same

38- The word "intergrative" is closest in meaning to .......................... .
1. medical

4  از3 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. interactive

3. interrelated

1392-93 ﻧﻴﻤﺴﺎل اول

4. combined
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39- The old man lives in a debiliating condition, "debiliating" is closest in meaning to ......................
1. good

2. weak

3. usual

4. strong

40- We have surveyed a variety of therapeutic orientations. "variety" means ............................ .
1. same

4  از4 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. long

3. short

1392-93 ﻧﻴﻤﺴﺎل اول

4. different
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